
Recommended Apps:
Compatible apps can be found in the Android or iPhone App Store under the 
keyword "Google Cardboard".  

Movies: Within VR / YouTube (search for "360 Movies“ and click on cardboard icon)
Games: InMind VR / Sisters / VR Space Stalker / Wizard Academy VR 
Mediaplayer: Android: AAA VR Cinema / iPhone: Mobile VR Station 
Other:Other: Caribbean VR / Cardboard Camera / Google Street View

Problems with the control button:
When the control button is pressed, a rubber inside the VR headset presses 
on the smartphone screen. The control button does not work if the rubber 
does not apply enough pressure to the screen (e.g. because some screens 
are not touch sensitive enough) or if the rubber touches the screen even if the 
control button is not pressed.

In case of problems please try the following:In case of problems please try the following:
- Insert smartphone with or without smartphone case.
- Remove the protective foil from the smartphone screen (if available).
- Moisten the control button rubber.
- Put something behind the smartphone.
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Start the "Cardboard-Demo" in the 
Google-Cardboard-App to test the 
VR-headset or to try other QR-codes.

Control button problems? Help is on the last page of this guide.

Image problems? The standard QR code (from step 2) sets the image to an 
eye distance of about 62mm (2,44″) . If you see the image twice, then your 
eye distance is probably much larger or smaller. Then test these QR codes or 
further QR codes at http://QR.vrprimus.com

Image problems? Test more QR codes from the next page  ----->
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Important notes before you start:

UsingUsing VR headsets for longer periods can lead to headaches and 
dizziness, among other things. Wear the headset only for a couple of 
minutes the first time you use it and take a break every half an hour. 

The image quality depends on the resolution and processing power of the 
smartphone. Nonetheless there will always be visible pixels as the 
smartphone is very close to the eyes.

TheThe smartphone must have a gyroscope sensor in order to detect head 
movements during use.

Smartphone requirements: 
System: Android (from version 4.1) or iOS (from version 8.0) 

Screen size: 3.5″ - 5.8″ 
Sensor: Gyroscope
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STANDARD QR-CODE
For eye distance: 62mm (2,44″) 
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